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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Hernia surgery is one of the most frequent procedures done by surgeons – paediatric and general surgeons – in the African continent.

OBJECTIVE: To review the surgical literature, on the epidemiology, clinical features, treatment and outcome of inguinal hernia surgery in Africa.

DATA SOURCE: The search terms used were groin hernias in Africa, hernia surgery in Africa, inguinal hernias in Africa, hernias in adults and hernias in children in Africa using Medline, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials and EMBASE.

SELECTION CRITERIA: All journal articles on inguinal hernias performed in Africa and published in the world journals from 1990–2010 were retrieved.

DATA EXTRACTION AND ANALYSIS: All articles containing information on inguinal hernias in children and adults were carefully studied for epidemiology, clinical presentation, method of hernia repair, complications (including morbidity and mortality rates) and the future of hernia surgery in Africa.

RESULTS: There was an absolute dearth of knowledge of the burden of inguinal hernias in the various communities in Africa, especially in sub-Saharan Africa. There were non-existent population-based studies in the sub-Saharan context that could inform us about the epidemiology of inguinal hernias and hence estimate the necessity for surgery in Africa. The studies were all clinical in nature and did not reflect the true burden of the disease among Africans. In many of these hospital-based studies, the method of inguinal hernia repair used most was the Bassini repair. Not much was found in the literature about the use of the Lichtenstein tension-free mesh repair of inguinal hernias, the reason being that the mesh was too expensive for the patients to afford. Scarcely, was laparoscopic hernia repair mentioned.

CONCLUSION: Based on the clinical studies reviewed, there is a large disease burden of inguinal hernias in Africa. There is, understandably, also a limited surgical capacity to reduce this burden. The authors advocate the formation of an African Hernia Society to partner with corporate and international organisations to make hernias a public health problem and to attempt to determine, using population-based studies, the actual burden of the disease in Africa and then to take modern hernia surgery to most parts of the continent to help reduce the hernia burden, especially its complications, WAJM 2011; 30(2): 77–83.
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INTRODUCTION

The burden of disease and the associated mortality in Africa especially in sub-Saharan Africa is enormous. According to WHO estimates infections, infestations, communicable diseases and maternal causes account for most deaths in Africa (Table 1). The importance of non-communicable diseases as causes of death in Africa is much less highlighted. In published data on causes of death in Africa, non communicable diseases are often lumped together and documented as “other cause of death” (Table 1). Death from surgical diseases would be documented as death from “other causes”. The inadequate documentation of surgical diseases has led to a situation where the need for both preventive and emergency surgical care is simply ignored. Inguinal hernia is one such common surgical disease that is ignored in most of Africa. Numerous deaths occur almost daily in remote rural communities across Africa due to lack of adequate surgical care for inguinal hernia disease.

Inguinal hernia repair surgery is one of the most frequently performed surgical procedures worldwide. It is estimated that more than 20 million inguinal hernias are repaired every year around the world; specific rates by country vary from 100 to 300 per 100,000 population per year. Due to poor documentation the surgery output from Africa is unknown. Estimates indicate that of the average need of 175 inguinal hernia repairs per 100,000 population per year, only 25 are actually performed and of 30 estimated need for emergency hernia surgery only three to four are carried out. Thus in many communities across Africa there are large accumulated pools of untreated inguinal hernias that have been overlooked. Many patients with long standing untreated hernias die each year from strangulation and intestinal obstruction without the benefit of surgical intervention.

Worldwide inguinal hernia repair surgery is emerging from the twin challenges of laparoscopic and tension-free repair techniques. These repair methods have come to replace the traditional suture repairs of Bassini and McVay in many developed nations. In Africa where the hernia disease burden is very high, the most appropriate repair technique is yet to be decided. This is due to the fact that there is inadequate clinical and epidemiological data to inform surgeons working in Africa on the most appropriate repair procedure. This paper is a review of the surgical literature on the epidemiology, presentation, treatment and outcome of inguinal hernias – the most common type of hernia – published from Africa over the past two decades: from 1990 to 2010. A few publications before 1990, relevant to the review, have been included.

The purpose of this review is to highlight available epidemiological and clinical data that may inform decisions and efforts needed for the appropriate action to reduce the hernia disease burden in Africa. Strategies to raise inguinal hernia disease to the status of a priority public health issue are outlined. This has become necessary as the need to step up hernia surgery output in most African countries can no longer be ignored.

METHODS

A review of the literature for published articles in English language from Africa on inguinal hernias was conducted. The period of review was from 1990 to 2010. A Medline, The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials and Embase search with the key words hernia in Africa/inguinal hernia in Africa/inguinal hernia in adults and children in sub-Saharan Africa or inguinal hernia in x; where x included all English and most French speaking countries of Africa south of the Sahara yielded some 150 abstracts and citations. The WHO sponsored network for access to publications on health – the Health InterNetwork Access to Research Initiative (HINARI), the African Journal On Line (AJOL) access to medical research facilities and the Ptolemy Project of University of Toronto were then used to locate articles that contained information on the epidemiology, clinical presentation, treatment and outcome of inguinal hernias in Africa. Further references were obtained through cross-referencing the bibliography cited in each work. A few studies published from outside Africa before 1990 but which had direct relevance to inguinal hernia in Africa were included in the review.

RESULTS

Incidence

The exact incidence/and or prevalence of inguinal hernia in Africa is unknown. Over two decades ago Nordberg working as the medical director at the African Medical and Research Foundation in eastern Africa recorded statistics for surgical output including numbers of operations by surgical disease over a period of three years, 1979–1981, from 10 rural hospitals in Kenya, Tanzania, southern Sudan and Ethiopia. Using the rates of major operations in these hospitals he estimated the incidence of inguinal hernia in need of repair at 175 per 100,000. Using standard and well documented public health methods of population studies Yardanov and Stoynov determined that 16% to over 30% of the population in Tanzania in East Africa have inguinal hernia; with similar methods Belcher and his colleagues calculated that 7.7% of the adult population in southern Ghana, West Africa have inguinal hernia. These figures need updating as the population of most African communities has increased over the years. Nonetheless, the figures indicate the size of the challenge as it is clear that there is a high prevalence of inguinal hernias in Africa.

Age and Sex Distribution

In a recent report on the epidemiology of external hernias in Ghana, Ohene-Yeboah and his colleagues analysed over 2000 external hernias on the basis of the anatomic site, age and sex. One in five of inguinal hernias occurred in boys aged four years or less, fewer inguinal hernias were seen in ages 5 to 15 years, and the numbers of inguinal hernias increased sharply after the age 20 years. These inguinal hernias were two times more on the right than on the left and 10 times more frequent in men.

Burden of Disease

The incidence and prevalence figures of inguinal hernia in Africa as presented above represent only part of the story of hernia in Africa. In a prospective cohort study by the Plymouth Hernia Service group, 106 UK and 135 Ghanaian adult patients admitted for local anaesthetic day case inguinal hernia repair were followed up. The incidence of inguinal hernia in these patients was 3.3 per 1000, a figure similar to that reported in North America. In a study of 1000 general practitioners in London, 132 reported seeing inguinal hernia patients in the previous 12 months. These figures indicate that inguinal hernia repair is a common surgical procedure in the UK.
repair were compared. These investigators found that ninety or 67% of the Ghanaian hernias extended into the scrotum compared with 7 or 6.0% of the UK hernias. In addition the Ghanaian hernias were significantly larger (p = 0.01); 16% of Ghanaian patients were unable to work due to the hernia and in a further 87 or 64%, the hernias had been present for over a year.\textsuperscript{12}

**Mortality Associated with Hernia**

**Uncomplicated inguinal hernia disease**

Statistics on disease mortality are particularly sparse in Africa. Less than 1% of the population is covered by accurate death registration systems. In sub-Saharan Africa there is no country that has data of sufficient quality for the estimation of national mortality rates.\textsuperscript{13} For an anatomic disease that is easily accessible for diagnosis and a potential for a complete cure if treated early, inguinal hernia mortality should be zero. The safety of surgery for uncomplicated inguinal hernia in both adults and children was highlighted in two recent reports from Nigeria. From Jos in the middle belt of Nigeria researchers Ramyil and his colleagues reported on the outcome of inguinal hernia surgery in a randomized prospective study involving 121 patients. One-half of their study population was randomized for day care surgery and the other half for inpatient care.\textsuperscript{14} The results showed fewer postoperative complications in the 61 patients that received day care surgery as compared with the 60 patients that were treated as inpatients (p=0.002). From South Western Nigeria, Usang and his fellow workers documented their experience with day case inguinal hernia surgery in children. The result of the study on 88 patients confirmed the safety of inguinal hernia day care surgery in children with only 4.8% of wound infections recorded.\textsuperscript{15} In both studies there were no mortalities. In rural communities where the level of expertise and hence the standard of surgical care is low the results of inguinal hernia surgery are not always satisfactory\textsuperscript{16}. One published clinical study from Senegal reported a postoperative complication rate of 21% after surgery for 100 uncomplicated inguinal hernias.\textsuperscript{17} These complications included injuries to the urinary bladder. Even though there were no mortalities in this series injury to the bladder- as a post operative complication - could keep a farmer off his farm for the entire planting season with serious economic effect on the family.

**Clinical Presentation of Inguinal Hernia in Africa**

**Inguina Hernia in Children**

There is a lack of information on inguinal hernia disease in children from most of Africa especially sub-Saharan Africa. This is because more efforts are directed towards the control of non-surgical childhood diseases such as malnutrition and infectious diseases.\textsuperscript{24–25} Recently published clinical studies provide some evidence that inguinal hernia disease in children usually presents for elective surgery. From a referral hospital in Ghana, researchers Abantanga and Amaning compiled a list of over a thousand (1200) elective surgical conditions identified. Inguinal hernia was the most common congenital anomaly in these children. In a related study Abantanga investigated groin and scrotal swellings that presented and were treated as elective cases in children aged 5 years and below. A total of 396 inguinal hernias were identified out of the 535 cases indicating that over two-thirds (74%) of all groin and scrotal swellings operated on as elective surgery in this hospital were inguinal hernias.\textsuperscript{27} These were all uncomplicated hernias.

Although most published data indicate that inguinal hernias in children present mostly as elective cases, an occasional child may require an emergency admission for inguinal hernia surgery. Ameh working in Zaria northern Nigeria reported on 18 children aged below two years who were managed for...
incarcerated and strangulated inguinal hernias over a period of 10 years. The overall strangulation rate was 4.8% with less than two children a year requiring an emergency repair. Trabor in a period of 30 months saw only 3 children with obstructed inguinal hernias whilst Uba and coworkers saw only 6 strangulated hernias in 5 years requiring emergency surgery. A congenital anomaly inguinal hernias need to be repaired as soon as diagnosed. Adherence to this principle avoids the presentation of inguinal hernia as an extreme complication as documented in two infants and reported from Zaria.11

Inguinal Hernia in Adults

The clinical presentation of inguinal hernia in adults in Africa demonstrates the severity of hernia disease in our communities which in turn is a reflection of the effects or consequences of neglecting a very common surgical condition. Recently The Plymouth Hernia Service Group compared African and European inguinal hernias and highlighted the increased morbidity associated with Ghanaian (the African) hernias that are often large and very long-standing. Another major difference between European and African inguinal hernias is the manner in which inguinal hernias in adults present to hospital in Africa. Clinical studies published from Ghana, Sierra Leone, Uganda, and Nigeria all report that a large proportion of inguinal hernias in adults present to hospital as emergencies. Many more hernia repairs are done as emergency operations – 65% in Ghana, 76% in Uganda, 33% in Sierra Leone, and 25% in Nigeria – than as elective repair. In some rare circumstances, the strangulated hernia is neglected leading to an unusual presentation as an entero-scrotal fistula. Emergency presentation is often associated with increased morbidity and mortality.

Over the last decade researcher Adesunkanmi and his colleagues working at Ile Ife in southwestern Nigeria reported the clinical features of inguinal hernias in a large number of patients from the surrounding urban and semi-urban communities. In their 2004 publication they reported on 425 adult patients presenting at the Teaching Hospital with inguinal hernias. Many of these adults (over 60%) were either farmers or engaged in some agricultural activity in addition to whatever they did for a living. The inguinal hernias, as in most other communities, were seen mostly in men 391(92%) and were present from early adulthood (16 years) to ripe old age (90 years). Most of the inguinal hernias were for up to 25 years, were indirect (86.5%), on the right side (53.2%) and in 169 patients (39.8%) the inguinal hernia had descended into the scrotum. These clinical features indicate that these were neglected childhood congenital inguinal hernias that had been carried on to adulthood. In less than 10% of the patients the inguinal hernias were bilateral (9.4%) or recurrent (3.5%). In addition to the usual symptoms of inguinal hernia, nearly a third (29%) of the patients presented with symptoms and signs of hernia complication including abdominal pain, irreducible hernia, and sometimes tenderness. A smaller proportion (22.6%) of the patients – mostly men aged over 50 years – complained of symptoms of lower urinary tract obstruction.

These same investigators had earlier on provided some clinical information on the presentation of inguinal hernias in patients aged 50 years and over. Nearly all (90%) of the 250 patients studied were men with almost one-half (49.6%) of the inguinal hernias on the right side and a third (31.2%) had descended into the scrotum. The challenge in this sub group of inguinal hernia patients is that half (51.2%) had – over the years that they had lived with the hernias – acquired associated diseases including lower urinary tract obstruction (24.8%) and cardiopulmonary disease (19.6%). These associated diseases subsequently influenced the outcome of eventual repair making surgery more risky than would have been. In Africa inguinal hernia presents with complications or as an emergency from strangulation or obstruction.

Treating inguinal hernia in Africa. Bassini Repair

Available data from published clinical studies indicate that there has not been any change in the surgical treatment of inguinal hernias in Africa over several decades. Connell serving in the colonial East African Medical Service 80 years ago reported on the treatment of 142 right and 63 left inguinal hernias. In the typical manner of the times Connell described the Bassini technique that he used to repair these inguinal hernias, pointing out that he was in agreement with his friend Galie that it made no difference whether he sutured the conjoint tendon to the Poupart’s ligament in front or behind the cord. Publications from Africa that describe the Bassini repair or any of the other suture methods in sufficient detail are scanty. However, most publications from Africa indicate that the inguinal hernia repair technique that was most commonly used across the continent has been the Bassini and much less frequently – the MacVay and Nylon Darn techniques. Ball and his fellow investigators in Senegal recently compared complications of treatment of adult groin hernias using the Bassini and MacVay’s techniques and in their comprehensive discussion of the determinants of outcome of inguinal hernia repair in Nigerian patients, Adesunkanmi and fellow investigators performed the Shouldice repair in nearly half of the 425 inguinal hernias. Although from the perspective of the developed world the Bassini repair no longer satisfies the requirements of satisfactory hernia surgery it remains the standard in Africa. This situation is a direct consequence of years of persistent under funding and inadequate health infrastructure development leaving the health systems of most African countries weak and unable to provide for the required improvements in any aspect of the surgical needs of the people, including inguinal hernia repair.
seven hospitals in the Northern region of Ghana over a period of one year. Limiting their study to elective repairs only these researchers found that for the 1172 inguinal hernia repairs performed, spinal anaesthesia was used in 498 (48.0%), general anaesthesia in 307 (29.6%), and local anaesthesia in 233 (22.4%). Also of the 120 bilateral inguinal hernias repaired, 50% were repaired under general anaesthetic. However, visiting surgeons from Europe used local anaesthetic more often than the African counterparts: 27.7% to 15.6%. In a series of 121 elective inguinal hernia repairs performed in Jos, Nigeria, Ramyil and his colleagues reported that local anaesthesia was used in 50 patients whiles general anaesthetic was used in 71 patients. Adesunkanmi and co-workers, whilst investigating the determinants of outcome of inguinal herniorrhaphy in 425 Nigerian patients reported that general anaesthesia was used almost as frequently as local anaesthesia: 194 (45.6%) versus 214 (50.4%), and only 17 (4%) patients had spinal anaesthesia. There is no report of any randomized clinical trial on the most appropriate anaesthetic method suitable for inguinal hernia repair in Africa. However while there is no question as to the use of general anaesthetic for emergency repairs when dealing with strangulated inguinal hernia, studies from both inside and outside Africa have reported the safety and effectiveness of local anaesthesia in elective repair of primary inguinal hernias.

**The Outcome of Surgery for African Inguinal Hernias**

There are very few reported studies on the outcome of inguinal hernia repair in Africa. Most clinical series have reported their postoperative mortality and morbidity especially after emergency operation for strangulated hernias (Table 2). Ramyil and his colleagues in a study to evaluate the safety of day care elective inguinal hernia repair in Jos used early postoperative complications as the outcome measure and reported 17 such complications: 22 wound complications with an overall wound infection rate of 7.79%. There was no mortality in this series. Ball and his colleagues recently reported the poor outcome of surgery for uncomplicated inguinal hernia from Senegal following the of treatment of adult groin hernias using the Bassini and MacVay’s techniques. The post-operative complication rate in their series was 21% and included very serious complications such as injuries to the urinary bladder.

Much more informative is the study by Adesunkanmi and his colleagues in Ile Ife to document the factors that influence a favourable or unfavourable outcome after inguinal hernia surgery. A number of postoperative complications were documented. These included scrotal complications such as oedema and haematoma as well as scrotal sac infection and necrosis. Wound complications were also frequent and included wound infection and dehiscence. Postoperative outpatient attendance was poor as 298 patients were lost to follow up in 6 months and only 17 patients attended the out-patient for more than 2–5 years. The inguinal hernia recurrence rate of 4% is unlikely to be reliable. The length of hospital stay and hence the ability of patients to return to their farms was 4 days in elective cases and 7 days after emergency operations. As documented in this and other studies the outcome of inguinal hernia surgery in most of Africa is poor with high rates of wound infection, scrotal and other complications leading to prolong and costly hospital stay. Keeping farmers away from the farms simply means no food. As pointed out by Adesunkanmi the common factor to the poor surgical outcome is the underlying tissue weakness resulting from long periods of attenuation by voluminous longstanding inguinal hernias. This is a further testimony of the severity of the inguinal hernia disease in Africa. In the long term chronic groin pain and hernia recurrence are the most important outcome measures. However there are no studies from Africa on these complications just as there is no information on patient-centered outcomes or patient satisfaction probably due to the fact that follow up on African patients is often very poor.

**Interventions are needed**

This is a brief review that highlights the paucity of published data on inguinal hernia in Africa. More studies (clinical and basic research) are required to provide the evidence for the necessary changes in policy on inguinal hernia disease and in the practice of inguinal hernia surgery in Africa. The burden of inguinal hernia disease can be reduced with the requisite changes in the healthcare systems of most African countries. It is a fact that hernia surgery has seen many advances in technique over the past few decades and surgeons in developing countries are often not exposed to these due to lack of resources. Published data from Europe and the United States indicate that the use of prosthetic materials for the repair of inguinal hernias gives the best results. These mesh repair techniques are not available in Africa for routine use as they are considered to be expensive and hence not cost-effective. Two recent publications from Burkina Faso and Ghana on the use of nylon mosquito net mesh as an alternative to the high cost commercial mesh repair provide some hope for the large numbers of Africans with long-standing inguinal hernias. Freudenberg and his fellow researchers found neither mesh rejections, nor complications nor grade 1 infection among 20 patients who received mosquito nylon mesh compared with a cohort of patients who were treated with UltraPro commercial mesh in Burkina Fasso. Similarly, in Ghana wound complications occurred in less than 10% of 95 patients who were operated upon by both Ghanaian and European surgeons using polyester mosquito net mesh. The hernia recurrence rate was zero at 6 months. Recently, the open mesh repair for inguinal hernia was introduced to the Western part of Ghana with the establishment of the first ever African Hernia Centre. Each year a group of European Surgeons joins their Ghanaian counterparts to perform inguinal hernia repairs at a rate of about 50 hernias per month. Indications are that this method of repair is acceptable to both patients and surgeons. However more studies need to be done to provide first class evidence for the most appropriate repair technique for African inguinal hernias. In a recent clinical trial from Cameroun,
Maggiore and his colleagues compared the results obtained with 381 Bassini and 357 Lichtenstein repairs of inguinal hernias over a period of four years.\textsuperscript{44} They concluded that both repair techniques were technically valid and recommended the Bassini procedure for young patients (40 years or less) and the Lichtenstein for the repair of hernias in older patients 40–45 years or over.

In an excellent review of hernia surgery in Africa using recent evidence from the Operation Hernia work in Ghana where 86% of inguinal hernia repairs are done with polyester mosquito net mesh, Kingsnorth and his colleagues determined the cost effectiveness of these hospital-based interventions.\textsuperscript{49} Using standard methods of cost effective analysis and the concept of Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) these investigators put up a strong case for hernia disease to be considered a public health issue. This change in health policy is necessary if the hernia disease burden is to be addressed and must be considered by policy makers across the entire continent. Change is also required in the healthcare systems of most, if not all, African countries to accept to replace the Bassini method of repair of hernias with the mesh repair and to encourage the use of local anaesthesia in all hospitals. These changes are likely to take some time to become fully established and hence some advocacy and persistent persuasion of policy makers is needed.

Advocacy and Sustainability

Any effort to address the burden of inguinal hernia disease in Africa must consider the challenge of how to sustain enough interest over a long period of time as it will take years to reduce the accumulated numbers of inguinal hernias following years of neglect. Interest in the disease and its treatment will have to incorporate several aspects including research, health education, training of personnel and surgical capacity building, outreach activities, financing and international co-operation. National governments have a role in facilitating these activities. However African surgeons have to accept some responsibility for the development of interest in the disease, encouraging and monitoring progress in reducing the burden of hernia in their respective countries. A hernia society or congress for Africa – along the lines of the European, American\textsuperscript{10} and recently the Asia-Pacific Hernia Societies – where African surgeons interested in the diagnosis and treatment of inguinal and other types of hernias can come together, will be needed. The function of such an organized body, among others, will be to advocate for sustained efforts at elective hernia repairs. In addition, the committed efforts of such an organization are likely to contribute immensely by providing the platform for interacting with politicians and policy makers, identifying and directing research, organizing outreach services for hernia repairs and seeking corporate and international collaboration and funding. The high point of attainment is to get the policy makers to elevate hernia (and surgical) disease to the level of a public health issue.

Conclusion

This short review has highlighted the challenges of inguinal hernia disease in Africa. There is a large disease burden associated with considerable morbidity and mortality. Surgical and financial capacity needed to reduce the hernia disease burden is limited. Surgical partnerships and collaborations with well-endowed countries with advanced healthcare systems have the potential to assist in addressing some of these challenges. Above all, African health care systems must be willing to change in the direction of a commitment to reduce the inguinal hernia disease burden by expanding the services needed for a sustained campaign at mass elective repair of inguinal hernias.
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